My Political Beliefs
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Politics includes not just your preference for how the government should govern, but how involved they should be in
people’s economic and personal lives. Do you really know what party you agree with the most? For each quiz, write
your results, with an explanation that may or may not include a diagram. Explain what those results mean, and why
you think you got those results. Or, explain how you think you arrived at that place of economic and governmental
thinking. This will be even more educational, and interesting, if you have a parent, friend, or older sibling take it with
or after you so you can discuss the issues.
1) A very short one - www.theadvocates.org/quiz/quiz.php
Results? Explain.

2) A fairly short one – http://www.isidewith.com/political-quiz Briefly describe & explain each result.
For each party, give the percentage you agree with them, and list the general issues where you agree with them most (education,
immigration, foreign policy, domestic policy…)
Democrat
Green
Libertarian
Republican

3) A longer one - www.politicalcompass.org/test
Place the results for “Your Political Compass” on one of the graphs on the back of this page. To view your results, you
have to scroll down to that section, and probably “click to show graph”.
On the Economic Scale, are you far left, slightly left, moderate, slightly right, or far right? Explain why.

On the Social Scale, are you very Authoritarian, slightly Auth., moderate, slightly lib., or very libertarian? Explain why.

Summer Assignment Note: You do NOT need to print this 2nd page. Just print the Front page. You can just write one of
these graphs on the back of your paper (you printed out the front page right?), and put your results on the graph.
For the 3rd quiz, where do your results fall?

